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Academics are increasingly the subject of requests for e-mails, phone logs, and other
private correspondence. The requests typically utilize state open records laws and are limited to
faculty at public universities, but requesters need provide little or no justification for the
documents they are seeking. Such open records requests span the range of academic disciplines.
The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) recently issued a brief discussing dozens of requests
involving STEM, social science, humanities, and law faculty. 1 Open records requests are also
made to scholars on all parts of the political spectrum, as can be seen in the extensive catalog
that the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) maintains. 2
It is often difficult to know the specifics of such cases. Was the subject behaving in a way
that warrants a request? Was the requester’s motive sincere? Answering these questions is
fundamental to setting the appropriate balance between the public’s right to know and a
researcher’s freedom to investigate.
Thanks to a recent records request I received, I am able to address these issues, at least in
part. While mine is but one case, there are enough parallels to the examples above to draw a few
general lessons. My experience illustrates how open records requests can be misused, where for
little cause or explanation an academic can be forced to turn over copious amounts of personal
information. One can be tarred simply for holding a named appointment, even if there is literally
no reason to think the donor has any influence on teaching or scholarship. Requests seem, in
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part, intended to chill free discourse. These are strong claims, but the facts of my case bear them
out. After supporting these claims with evidence and discussion, I will offer some general
principles and suggest potential avenues for reform.
In April 2014 two colleagues and I at the University of Kansas School of Business
received an open records request from Students for a Sustainable Future, a campus organization
that campaigns for social, environmental, and economic issues. 3 Kansas, along with most other
states, provides opportunities for requests of documents from public employees, including
faculty at public universities. In my case the group requested all documents related to my hiring
(including phone logs and contracts) as well as a wide range of correspondence (including emails) over the last ten years. A copy of the original request is available online. 4 This is a
breathtakingly wide request and even involves records that predate my employment.
To be clear, the request I received is within the scope of the Kansas records law. It was
accompanied, however, by a charged public relations campaign. The requesters argue that they
are a nonpartisan group interested in transparency, and that the records are needed to investigate
the potential influence of external donors on the academic integrity of the university. 5
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The idea, it seems, is that there are a handful of bought and sold academics who are foot
soldiers in a push to politicize higher education. But a few minutes of research would reveal this
is hardly the case here. I am a mainstream academic economist who happens to hold a named
endowed chair. If one is looking for external meddling on my campus, there are far more glaring
examples. Instead, the request is almost surely a partisan attempt to embarrass and intimidate (I
will discuss the requester’s partisan leanings below). All of this is clear in documents that were
freely available prior to the request.
To begin, let’s examine the merits of the request. The first item to consider is whether I
was hired under unusual circumstances or am behaving in a way that suggests my scholarship
and teaching have been compromised. This would be a hard argument to make.
My appointment followed the usual academic process: application, presentation of
research in a seminar, on-campus interview, and finally, a faculty committee vote to extend an
offer. When I teach, I present a wide range of viewpoints, an approach that is evident in both my
syllabi and teaching evaluations. My research involves such (ahem) ideological topics as
“Assessing the Importance of Tiebout Sorting” and “Endogenous Policy Decentralization.” This
is relatively mainstream economic work and along with most of my writings is published in peerreviewed journals—hardly the kinds of topics that would lead to heated discussion among
nonacademics. In fact, my papers rarely involve topics of great interest to the donor of my chair,
the Fred and Mary Koch Foundation, whose stated goal is to support “artistic endeavors and
education ventures in Kansas that stimulate interest in both the performing and visual arts.” 6 And
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if one considers the broader set of Koch family foundations, my views on the importance of
property rights are in diametric opposition to theirs.
All of this is apparent on my webpage, where my research is freely available. 7 I would
have been glad to point the requesters to this or answer any of their questions if they had in fact
ever contacted me: my only interaction with them has been the legal request document filed with
the university.
So if it was not my actions, perhaps there was something unusual about my position that
merits special attention? The requesters have stated they seek the records as part of “a nonpartisan campaign designed to ensure a robust, unbiased academic environment rather than target
a specific ideology.” 8 Since the request focuses on the funding and existence of a few faculty
positions, this must mean such positions are uncommon or they have some unusual aspect.
Neither of these is true.
There are 182 named, endowed positions at the University of Kansas, which comprises
about 7 percent of the total faculty. 9 All of these positions are based on some sort of external
funding (much of the funding for my position is from public monies). There are also dozens of
centers on campus that have missions to promote research or interest in particular topics and
many of them receive external funding (more on one of these below). And this says nothing of
tenured faculty members at the University of Kansas.
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faculty and graduate positions supported through federal grants, as is common in STEM fields or
privately funded infrastructure such as lecture halls. This sort of private-public partnership is the
common state of affairs at any research university, even state universities where public support
has continued to decline (state funds provide less than one-fifth of the University of Kansas
operating budget).
So, if external funding is relatively common on my campus, it must be the case that my
position sticks out as one in which outside influences play an outsized role. But there is a far
more obvious candidate: the Confucius Institute of the University of Kansas (CIKU). 10 This CI
(and the hundred or so others at American universities) was established through a partnership
with the Office of Chinese Language Council International (colloquially referred to as Hanban),
a government entity affiliated with the Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China
and supervised by the Chinese vice premier. 11
Hanban spends about $300 million supporting CIs worldwide, in part to pay for the
institute instructors it provides. 12 CIs “function as an arm of the Chinese state and are allowed to
ignore academic freedom” according to the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP), 13 and have been associated with several cases of censorship on topics sensitive to the
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Chinese government, and partly as a result of this have been closed at several schools, including
the University of Chicago and Penn State. On my campus this influence extends beyond the
university: CIKU coordinates a visiting teacher program for Kansas secondary schools in which
Hanban preselects instructors from China. 14 One might think that an institute with explicit and
direct ties to a foreign government might be a more obvious place to start if one is interested in
shining light on external influences on campus.
The University of Kansas also has a long tradition of engagement in policy discussions.
While this benefits both the public and university, it has also created some unusual arrangements,
such as faculty members holding political positions in the state government while simultaneously
maintaining responsibilities at the university (and receiving a separate salary from each). 15
Again, I would think such scenarios make far more obvious cases to look for conflicts of interest
and external influence.
Having examined my position and not finding any clear-cut reason for attention, it is
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worth briefly considering the requesters. While the Students for a Sustainable Future have cast
themselves as independent, nonpartisan, interested only in promoting transparency on campus,
and under-funded, the reality is a bit more complicated. The group is affiliated with UnKoch My
Campus, a nationwide movement to target selected faculty at universities; the campaign seeks to
remove Charles and David Koch from campuses, and their partners are those with a strong
ideological bent including environmental activists (Greenpeace) and unions (American
Federation of Teachers). 16 The national organization provides a fifty-page step-by-step guide on
how to identify faculty to target, initiate records requests, find external groups that will support
them, generate sympathetic media coverage, and more. 17 The requesting group also endorsed
political candidates, those deemed to be “Koch-Free,” which happened to include Democrats but
no Republicans, and paid volunteers to campaign during the 2014 election. 18 But perhaps most
worrisome is evidence of behind-the-scenes coordination with other organizations: Students for a
Sustainable Future received a substantial donation from the AAUP a month before the record
request I received was made public (the memo on the check reads “Gift for Koch Bros” and is
accompanied by a note that says “Give ‘em Hell”; it seems that animosity for the Koch family
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outweighs the main mission of the AAUP to advance academic freedom). 19
In short, there is potential for open records requests to be abused. My case, unfortunately,
is hardly unique. Even major media can overuse these requests. For example, in 2013 the New
York Times published an incendiary piece implying two economists at public universities were
receiving grants from Wall Street as a quid pro quo for writing favorable articles. 20 While there
was much debate about the veracity of the Times article, 21 other academics interviewed in the
documentary film Inside Job, which focuses on factors precipitating the 2007–2008 financial
meltdown, appear to admit such conflicts. 22 But since those professors work at private
universities, a records request was not possible. It seems likely this played a role in the Times’s
choice of subjects. The New York Times has kept to this playbook in recent long-form articles on
obesity and bioengineered food research; both pieces use open records requests to review records
of scholars only at public universities. 23
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It is exactly this kind of wedge that is so worrisome. Yes, public universities are different
from private ones, and they have an added mission of transparency to the citizens of their state.
Open records requests can and should be part of this transparency. But if academics at public
universities alone are subject to these requests, it seems likely that over time some will move to
private schools. I doubt such a brain drain is one of the intended goals of open records laws.
It is time to reform the application of these requests to academics. One possibility is to
ask a requester to justify his request, and to allow an impartial arbiter to weigh the potential
benefit of disclosing information against the costs in time and potential to disrupt free inquiry.
Another is to pass the complete financial costs of the request onto the requester, which might
help minimize intrusiveness and avoid the initiation of requests with little merit. As it stands
now, open records requesters have to pay only nominal fees.
Absent such changes, the potential for continued overuse and even abuse of these open
records requests is a danger to free discourse at public universities. As my case illustrates, this is
far from an existential threat. 24 The current system starts with the premise that the recipient is
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guilty, with requesters able disingenuously to claim that anyone opposing the full release of all
documents must have something to hide. This is a threat to all scholars, a lever that can be
potentially used to silence a particular viewpoint. The websites of USC and FIRE, organizations
mentioned at the opening of this article, give numerous examples of this tactic being used
without regard to discipline or ideology. Let’s protect the marketplace of ideas and not have
universities operate as fiefdoms of censorship and intimidation.

counsel reviews the request and omits documents if it falls under certain exemptions listed in the
open records law). In my case it appears that personnel records involved in the search that led to
my hire were disclosed. I say “appears,” since I never received a formal listing of which
documents were disclosed. Recipients are free to use the documents in any way they want,
though there was little publicity associated with my files, since the recipients decided to focus on
one of my colleagues.

